Boat Safari
from Ridee Villa (RV)
RV is all out to arrange a reliable boat for an enjoyable Boat Safari.
Risky ride are not in our menu ! only well experienced operators are in our list.

Whale watching

Blue Whales are the largest animals on earth, reaching over 90 feet and weighing 200
tons. The best whale watching for Blue Whales is late April from August onward. Your
whale watching tour will bring you face to face with Blue Whales. Mirrissa is the location to
barge into a boat for a whale watching expedition. All could be completed satisfactorily
within 3-5 hours starting from RV. Inclusive of an hour's boat ride to see these whales.

Dolphin watching

Sri Lanka is becoming a major spot for watching Dolphins as well as whales. This location
is off Mirrisa fishing village. One hour's boat ride will take you to their habitat to watch them
perform their aerobatics to amuse you & stun you as well. you can witness their captivating
activities in the ocean. It is only 30 minutes drive from RV. As Mirissa is the only location to
watch both whales & dolphins , both could be done the same day from RV.

Scuba Diving

The climatic conditions and geographic situation of Sri Lanka contributes immensely
towards its abundant maritime resources. Unawatuna green bay and its crystal clear
waters provide excellent scuba diving opportunities, during the November to April season.
Diving along the reefs will allow you to encounter the fantastic marine life such as coral,
ship wrecks, myriad tropical fish, coral fish, angle fish, sweet lips, star fish, lion fish and
puffer fish just off the coast of RV.

Jungle Beach

Jungle beach is a household word around unawatuna, The hillock Rumassala could be
reached by boat as well as Tuk Tuk. According to an ancient Sanskrit script Ramayanawhich is all about a legendary tale woven around a royal family-Rama,Sitha & Ravana.
Hanuman the monkey chief of Rama is the one who had accidentally dropped a lump of
the Himalayan mountain here when carrying a part of it through the sky. The periphery of
this jungle-clad mountain prostrating and kissing the sea shore is termed the Jungle
Beach. This location could be reached within 10 minutes from RV.

Fishing

\

You can go fishing for both leisure and relaxation. It is indeed such a beautiful sight to see
the crystal clear ocean, and to experience the serene and tranquil feel of the water, whilst
enjoying the rest of the day to cast a line. However, prior to going on board your fishing
vessel, proper fishing gear is necessary to provide you with a comfortable and enjoyable
fishing expedition. Don' worry about it ,you will receive compatible fishing gear. Contact
RV for reliable crew & boat.

